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How I Got Started… Ruminations Of A Lifetime
Car-Guy On The Launch Of The X-KE
By Richard Pickering

A Classic 1948
Jaguar Sports Saloon,
Reunited With Its
Original Family!

Dateline: May 1961, Toronto.
imagination of a local thirteen year
Terry’s Queen Street East Cigar Store old high school kid. The kid was me.
– the latest issue of Canada Track & That morning, CT&T became my
Traffic has just hit
first-ever car-book
the magazine rack,
purchase, and its
35 cents a copy.
contents jolted my
Its glossy cover is
ablaze with pressrelease photos of a
sensational longnosed red roadster
and a windswept
fast-back coupe,
both riding on
glinting chromespoked wire
wheels.

adolescent brain like
crack-cocaine.

Recently, HBCC Past President
Peter Pontsa subscribed to
Just British Online Motoring
Magazine, and came across this
wonderful article, which was
written by Michael Hodges at
Historics at Brooklands.
Peter contacted Editor Michael
Carnell of Just British, who
has given us permission to
The images are
share this lovely story with our compelling…four
HBCC members.
wheeled Glory…
continued on page 3
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and they ignite the

		

Those vibrant images
on the cover heralded
the unveiling of
Jaguar’s worldbeating new sports
car at the 1961
Geneva Motor Show,
the 150 mph XK-E…
and simultaneously,
it heralded the onset
of my lifelong auto		
addiction.
		
continued on page 4

My View: All Wheel Drive Does Not Make You Safer

				

By Ed Taccone

Every year, just before the winter
season, thousands of people are
duped into a gargantuan financial
and lifestyle mistake, when the usual
incompatibility
of snowy roads
and safe driving
take them by
surprise.

On more than
one occasion I
have been told,
“Where I live,
the roads are ice packed for the entire
winter, and you are doomed if you
don’t have ALL WHEEL DRIVE.
Therefore, I will buy an enormous
Four Wheel Drive for the safety of

my family.” I thought, Hhhhmmm,
WOW, this person needs to stay off the
road!
This is just plain wrong, and as a
retired gearhead, I need
to make a statement
about it. Remember
when we used to get
a lot more snow than
present day, and we had
rear wheel drive, with
snow tires on the rear
wheels only? Believe it
or not, we got around without All
Wheel Drive. Four Wheel drive was
never a priority in our family.
		

continued on page 2
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My View: All Wheel Drive Does Not Make You Safer… continued from page 1
On many occasions I get asked,
“Which All Wheel Drive would
you recommend?” My answer
is whichever 4WD that the
department of road works, military
or forestry service use for their daily
duties.

For the rest of us, it’s hips and knees
drive for your shoes, chain powered
rear drive for a bike, and front or rear
wheel drive when you need to use a
car.
Just like any other great marketing
fueled deception, auto makers have
responded to both our irrational
fear of loss and desire for status, and
channelled them into a product line
that just happens to be more profitable
for them. It’s shocking to me how well
it has worked.
The reason I can state so confidently
that AWD hype is pure marketing
poppycock (British terminology for
nonsense) is simple physics. Although
it was one of my favourite subjects
in school, you don’t need a degree
to understand it fully and cure your
desire for AWD.
Car safety depends to the core on two
things: not crashing into anything and
not letting anything crash into you. To
accomplish those goals, the ability to
steer your car of your choice is the top
factor, with braking as a close second.
A certain amount of acceleration is
good, but not nearly as critical as
the first two; note the extremely low
collision rate of transport trucks and
city buses per mile travelled.
Every car, truck, and SUV has four
wheels, and every one of them has
front wheel steering and all wheel
braking. So we’re all on a level playing
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field so far. The place where safety in the ditch, courtroom, or emergency
accident avoidance starts to diverge is: room. Honestly, I have witnessed it.
1. How firmly the car sticks to the But it is useful if you need to plow
through snow in conditions that
road (more grip more safety).
would generally get you stuck (for
2. How effectively the car lets you example, a snow plow). It’s also useful
change direction or speed (cars with on extremely steep unpaved roads or
lower centre of gravity and stiffer in areas with no roads at all; places you
suspension are safer).
are unlikely to need a car.
3. How the power and braking affect Don’t get me wrong I have nothing
vehicle dynamics. Applying power to against AWD, it’s a cool bit of
the rear wheels while cornering tends mechanical engineering that gives a
to break the grip and cause the car to vehicle super powers. At the same
fishtail and spin out. This is why rear time, I am sure you would agree,
drive only vehicles like sports cars and contributes poor gas mileage since
pickups are more dangerous in snow, AWD adds hundreds of pounds to
but front wheel drive works well.
the vehcile. A heavier vehicle is a
Fancy computerized add ons that contributing factor for wear and tear
compensate for human limits (ABS on our roads.
and Vehicle Traction Control) can So the solution is to:
increase safety by modulating power
(A)Design your driving habits
and brakes.
according to weather conditions; and
That’s it for physics. You’ll note that
there is not much that would allow (B)Use Snow Tires.
cranking all four wheels, instead of We know that summer tires and even
just the front wheels, to make you any all season tires are death traps in winter
safer. In some cases it will send you compared to snow tires. I am very
into the ditch faster than FWD.
serious about this; there is a night and
Note the implication of this, if anyone day difference in snow grip between
gets an AWD vehicle for “safety” all season tires (sometimes referred to
but uses it with all season tires, they by driving professionals as “no season
have performed a Consumer Sucks tires”) and good snow tires, because of
Fail. A front wheel drive with snow the different rubber compounds and
tires would have more grip. So, the tread patterns.
question is when is AWD useful?

And that’s my view. Please feel free to
All wheel drive is a performance respond to My View, whether you feel
feature, not a safety feature. With all it be right or wrong.
Ed Taccone
other things being equal, AWD lets
you accelerate more quickly on slippery To respond to Ed’s My View, please
roads. This is usually a bad thing, click on the link below:
because it masks the true slipperiness
of the road from you, leading to over info@headwatersbritishcarclub.org
confidence which could put you into
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A Classic 1948 Jaguar Sports Saloon, Reunited… continued from page 1
A classic 1948 Jaguar sports saloon,
first owned by Arthur Whittaker, the
Deputy Chairman of Jaguar Cars, has
been reunited with his family 67 years
after he parted with it.

auction before, but were determined
to take it home if we could afford to,”
added her sister Lucy. “It was all a
bit of a whirlwind and suddenly, the
hammer came down and it was ours.”
After Whittaker parted with the
car in 1950, it passed through the
hands of a number of owners before
a complete, meticulous restoration
started in 1982 by the owner of
the day. Twenty-two years later the
car was finally completed, latterly
by classic Jaguar specialist, David
During Historics at Brooklands
Davenport, returning it to its
classic car auction in Surrey on
Saturday, 4th March, Whittaker’s four spectacular condition that remains
granddaughters – Lucy, Sally, Sarah, today.
and Charlotte – who discovered the
car’s impending sale purely by chance
a fortnight earlier – fought off rival
bidders to make it their own, settling
on £70,000 for the jet-black classic.
“Once we discovered grandad’s Jaguar
was for sale, we just had to go and see
it”, said Sally. “We had no intention
of buying it, but sitting in it before
Arthur Whittaker’s Jaguar and (LtoR),
the sale brought back so many fond
granddaughters Lucy, Sally and Charlotte
memories of family outings in his
cars that we decided we just had to A supreme tourer in its day,
bid for it,” she continued.
Whittaker’s car was one of the
last to be produced. It was
“We’d never bought a thing at

specially trimmed in pigskin hide,
complementing the stately burr
walnut dashboard and fittings, and
left the Brown’s Lane production line
complete with a rare sunroof.
Powered by a silky smooth 3.5 litre
six-cylinder engine, the Jaguar Mk
IV is revered for its graceful lines and
magnificent presence, dominated by
huge dinner plate headlamps flanking
the imposing chrome radiator.

In the March issue, our President
gave us a report as to the reasons not
to have safety checks. I tend to agree
with him, yet it is often the public
that create these political hoops we all
have to drive through.
Years ago, in the mid 60’s? a bunch of
bureaucrats in the UK came up with
the infamous MOT that required
you to get your car tested every year.
Other European countries followed
like copy cats and before you knew it,
most of Europe was busy testing cars
every year.
Fortunately, so far we escaped this in
Ontario.
Two years ago the British
Government in a rare moment of

change, and a report I just received
gives the following statistics: Most
motoring organisations and classic
car owners state that this exemption
is a bad thing and yet, according to
recent published statistics, only 7%
of registered pre 1960 vehicles have
been presented for a voluntary MOT
during the period reviewed by the
analysts.
So 93% of vintage cars are driving
without an MOT although they are
allowed to go and get one, and since
they were so concerned, this is a
classic case of “do as I say and not as
I do” .
Anyway Ed brought up some very
interesting points.
		
Dorien Berteletti

Dorien’s Response to Ed’s March My View
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genius, repealed the MOT for 30
year old cars, having come to the
conclusion it was not necessary.
You would think there would be
partying going on from Land’s End
to Joan O’ Groats, but not so! Most
car collectors and industry “experts”
scurried off to the local to complain
to each other and water down
their beer with their tears. Their
view, amongst large sobs, was that
“many cars in dangerous condition”
would be loose amongst the public.
Insurance issues would arise... the list
was a long one including the loss of
tourist revenue as people would be
afraid to drive in the UK on unsafe
roads.
It’s been two years now since the

Will it become a museum piece?…
Not if Whittaker’s granddaughters
have their way. “It’s just too lovely
to leave locked away. The plan is to
share enjoyment of the car amongst
all our families, including grandad’s
seven great-grandchildren. I’m sure
that’s what he would have wanted
too. All we need now is the picnic
hamper and a bit of sun!”
Article provided courtesy of Michael
Hodges at Historics at Brooklands.
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How I Got Started… continued from page 1
In proper British parlance the new
silk ascots and string-back driving
Jag was termed the “E Type”, but
gloves, and who blipped their throttles
I thought the Americanized “XKwhile downshifting for traffic lights.
E” sounded better. I made up for
The claimed 150 mph top speed
it by dumping the common North
– making it the world’s fastest
American pronunciation of “jagproduction car – had to be true. I’d
wahr”. No Jagwahr XK-Es for me, no learned how to verify any car’s speed
siree! The tweed-cap sports car crowd claims a few years earlier, when I was
favoured “jag-ewe-ar”…approximately a little kid…simply peer through the
the way Stirling Moss said it. Moss
driver’s side window of any parked
was English, and drove Jags at
car, cup your hand against the glass to
LeMans. He oughta know.
shield reflection, and top speed could
That gorgeous red roadster on the
be verified by the numbers on the
magazine cover had a wrap-around
speedometer. My dad’s 1960 Buick
windscreen – like Moss’s LeMans
read to 120 MPH. In the new Jag
racer. And it featured an unheard of
it read to 160. Who could possibly
triple windshield wiper setup. The
dispute this kind of solid evidence?
hood (translation Brit: “bonnet”)
The first XK-E to arrive in Toronto
was spectacularly long and louvered
was an appropriately British Racing
with Perspex-faired headlights, and
Green roadster. On display in the big
the coupe’s fast-back roofline swept
plate-glass window at O’Donnelldramatically back to a slippery
Mackie’s starchy Bay Street English
turned-up tail with jutting chromed
car dealership, it was a visual magnet.
twin exhausts. Both versions looked
To a teenaged kid barely able to come
purposeful, graceful, potent, and
up with TTC fare to get to Bay Street
intuitively fast beyond anything else on (me), it was clear that stepping over
the road.
the threshold into that exalted, leather
The C.T. &T. piece, and similar
and burled walnut scented temple of
reports in every other car mag in
fine automobiles was likely to result in
the months that followed, outlined
an immediate escorted exit, brisk and
a series of c.1961 cutting-edge specs
unceremonious. So I stood on the
that supported that sensational initial sidewalk and stared through that plate
impression – disc brakes (inboard at
glass for over an hour that afternoon
the rear for lower unsprung weight),
in 1961…like a little kid in front of a
fully independent suspension, torsion downtown department store window
bars up front, not just two but four
at Christmas.
coil-over shocks aft, and an aircraft
The E-Type was rare, expensive,
style stressed-skin structure with
and unobtainably special. Spot one
a triangulated square-tube front
in traffic on your morning bus ride
sub-frame supporting a glinting
to high school and you’d spend
alloy-trimmed double overhead cam, math class excitedly whispering a
triple carbureted engine. The cockpit description of the sighting to your
featured two leather “bucket” seats, a buddies, trying to sketch its elusive
short leather-booted stick-shift, and
lines in your algebra exercise-book,
a racy drilled alloy wood-rimmed
and daydreaming of the Jag’s sure-fire
steering wheel. And the instrument
aphrodisiac effect on the high-school
panel was a cluster of black-faced
cheerleader squad.
aircraft-style gauges and toggles that
My dad didn’t get it. “What good is
could have been lifted from the
150 miles-an-hour? Don’t you know
cockpit of a World War II Spitfire
there are speed limits? Why would
fighter.
anyone blow the price of a nice new
There were no “optional” automatic
Cadillac Deville on some dumb small
transmissions. This car was for real
foreign car with only two seats?”
drivers; the suave types who sported
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He was right about its size. Compared
to my father’s huge ’60 Buick LeSabre
land-yacht, the E Type was small. Not
tiny like a bug-eye Sprite or a Mini,
but compact and contained, so that
in Toronto’s world of giant tail-finned
and chromed Chrysler Imperials,
Pontiac Parisiennes, and Mercury
Turnpike Cruisers, it slid athletically
through traffic like a spirited
thoroughbred among drudging
plough horses.
Of course this was all based on
the assumption that a Jag wouldn’t
overheat, short-circuit its notorious
Lucas electrics, or set its brakes on
fire. Sadly, as the decade progressed,
trade union unrest in the U.K,
deteriorating quality control, and
myopic “old school tie” management
practices pushed the British auto
industry into precipitous decline; the
gorgeous XK-E rapidly accumulated
a reputation for mechanical fragility,
costly and frequent service, and a
cantankerous lack of day to day
reliability.
Still, I love these cars. Sadly, I’ve never
owned one. In 1961, the $6000 price
tag represented a middle class family’s
annual income. My weekly allowance
was two bucks. It was hard to make
the numbers work. Plus, at thirteen, I
didn’t have a driver’s license.
A decade or two later, in the
years before collector values went
stratospheric, opportunities arose to
acquire used E-Types. But I shied
away. The prospect of ownership of
a beautiful, pre-owned XK-E seemed
exciting! Assuming that everything
was right, it’d be the realization of an
old dream.
But the cantankerous reputation
remained, and day to day co-existence
might not be so great…like getting
mixed up with that glamorous “out of
your league” girl from long-past high
school days - exotic, spectacular, but
evil-minded.
But the irrational appeal persists.
Maybe, someday… 		
		

Richard Pickering
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A Touch of Humour: Only IF You Catch My EYE; as appeared in REDDIT
A man who lived in a block of apartments thought it was raining and put his head out the window to check.
As he did so, a glass eye fell into his hand. He looked up to see where it came from in time to see a young woman
looking down.
“Is this yours?” he asked.
She said, “Yes, could you bring it up?” and the man agreed.
Upon his arrival, she was profuse in her thanks and offered the man a drink. As she was very attractive, he agreed.
Shortly afterward she said, “I’m about to have dinner. There’s plenty; would you like to join me?”
He readily accepted her offer and both enjoyed a lovely meal.
As the evening was drawing to a close, the lady said, “I’ve had a marvellous evening. Would you like to stay the
night?”
The man hesitated, then said, “Do you act like this with every man you meet?”
“No,” she replied, “Only those who catch my eye.”
The next morning as he was leaving, she asked, “Would you like to join me for dinner another time?”
The man answered immediately, “Yes, I’d love to. How about tomorrow?”
As he reached the door, he said, “Wait, you never told me your name!”
“Iris,” she replied.

3RD ANNUAL HBCC ALL BRITISH CLASSIC AND ANTIQUE CAR SHOW
SAT. JUNE 10/2017, 10:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.
$5.00 Registration, Opens at 9:00am
Awards at 2:00 p.m.
Judges choice for Best of Show, Peoples choice for 1st ,2nd, 3rd runner up. President’s and Teen Choice.
Prizes & Raffles
Food and Entertainment all day (on the Fairgrounds)
CALEDON AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY FAIRGROUNDS
ADDRESS: 18927 HURONTARIO (HWY10)
CALEDON VILLAGE ON. L7K OX7

Hosted by the Headwaters British Car Club, this third Annual event is a fundraiser for
The Lighthouse Soup Kitchen, Orangeville.
A great day is guaranteed!
For full details, visit: http://www.headwatersbritishcarclub.org
or contact Ed Taccone at info@headwatersbritishcarclub.org
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HBCC St. Patricks’s Day Fun!

During our wonderful St. Patrick’s Day luncheon at
Fionn McCools, HBCC member Lorie Martin-Pessot
asked, “So what is the significance of St. Patrick’s
Day?”
Most of us enjoy the day, since it is a great way to
celebrate our friends of Irish origin.
Lorie and I thought it would be fun to share some
interesting details about why we celebrate St. Patrick’s
Day each March 17th.
So Who Was St. Patrick?
He was born in the 5th Century and he was British. At
age 16 he was kidnapped by Irish raiders and taken as
a slave to Gaelic Ireland. He managed to escape, and
became a Catholic priest. Eventually he returned to
Ireland, where he devoted the rest of his life converting
Irishmen to Catholicism. He ordained priests, divided the
country into dioceses, and founded several monasteries.
The Irish people remember him each March 17th, the
day it is thought he passed away.
In Ireland, St. Patrick’s Day is not only an occasion for
celebration but also a religious time. It offers a small
reprieve from Lent, and is a National Holiday where
the Devout can attend Mass. It is more celebratory than

religious in North America, and has come to signify all
good things Irish.
What Is The Importance Of The Shamrock?
The Shamrock is an important part of this holiday, since
St. Patrick used the three-leaf clover to explain the Holy
Trinity. The four-leaf clover is a rare variation of the
common three-leaf clover. It is believed to bring good luck
and each leaf means something: faith, hope, love, and luck.
Why The Colour Green?
Originally the colour for this Saint was blue, but green was
adopted because Ireland is known as the Emerald Isle, and
green is one of the colours on the Irish flag, the other being
orange, which represents the Protestants. And of course, the
shamrock is green!
Why Do People Pinch Others Not Wearing Green?
Leprechauns, who are believed to wear only green, pinch
those that are not wearing green. Naturally, Humans do
the same on this day! 		
			Sláinte, Good Health!
			Angela and Lorie

March 17th, 2017
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UPCOMING
EVENTS
If you are thinking of organizing an event
for our 2017 Driving Season, please contact
Sandra Mason our Events Coordinator.
GENERAL MEETING
Wednesday April 5th, 2017
The Royal Canadian Legion
When: 7:30 p.m.
Where: 7 John Street, Orangeville, ON
Two April Speakers:
Guest Speaker, Mr. Andrew Kohnen
from Hockley Brewing Company
and our very own,
HBCC member Dorien Berteletti will be
doing a slide presentation of his 1935 Rolls
Royce and the restoration steps taken.
Ancaster British Car Flea Market and Car
Show
April 23rd, 2017
Time: Open from 9:00 to 2:30, Admission is
$7.00 (Youth under 18 are free).
Ancaster Fairgrounds, at the intersection of
Hwy 2&53 (Wilson St) and Hwy 52 (230
Trinity Rd).
GENERAL MEETING
Wednesday May 3rd, 2017
The Royal Canadian Legion
When: 7:30 p.m.
Where: 7 John Street, Orangeville, ON
For Complete Details of our Amazing Events
visit:
http://www.headwatersbritishcarclub.org/
index.php/events/
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Neil Mathieson, CPA, FICB
168 Broadway, Orangeville,
Ontario L9W 1K3
519-942-2880
3045 Southcreek Road, #27
Mississauga, ON L4X 2X6
905-206-0004

Making Life Less Taxing

Neil Mathieson, Chartered Professional Accountant (CPA)
Fellow of the Institute of Canadian Bankers (FICB)

http://www.dianecyrhomes.com/Home

David Maguire, Sales Representative
Serving Your Real Estate Needs in
Dufferin County Since 1984
Business: 519.941.5151 or 905.450.3355
E-mail: dmaguire@royallepage.ca
visit me at www.dmaguire.ca
Toll Free: 1.800.268.2455 * Cell: 519.216.0138

The Past Glories Of Toad Hollow!
Open again soon!

It's a perpetual garage sale!
Vintage Toys, Games & Collectibles
Antique Furniture
Victorian Architectural Pieces
By Chance or Appointment Only!

RCR Realty, Brokerage

Call David Maguire at 519-216-0138
* located at the rear of 55 Townline, Orangeville

Independently Owned & Operated

$100.00 per annum for 1/4 page ad; specs required are 4.0” x 4.5”
$50.00 per annum for business card size; specs required are 3.5” x 2”
Sponsor to provide high resolution artwork in jpg, tiff, indd or pdf format.
A minimum of 10 issues per year will be published.
To arrange to have your advertisement placed here, please contact the Editor at:
newsletter@headwatersbritishcarclub.org
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